The SGA Executive Board: John Cveolic, Lauren Pytleksi, Amy Fisher, and Jennifer Lynch

SGA starts with service in mind

by Tom Tracy
Editor-In-Chief

Extended library hours and a book swapping program highlight the goals and projects of the partially new executive board of the SGA for the upcoming semester. President Amy Fisher hopes to lead the legislature in looking for ways to extend library hours on the weekend from the normal closing time of 9:00 p.m. and institute some type of a program that will help students get a better resale value on their textbooks.

After a rough fall semester which saw the removal of the president and treasurer of the SGA and several cabinet resignations, the SGA appears to be headed in one direction with one goal in mind according to Fisher: “Serving the students and publicizing the many services that the SGA has to offer.”

Other endeavors of the SGA this semester will be to answer the concerns of many students who have noticed that the entrance guards in the parking lots leave their posts during the night, when the campus and their cars may be most vulnerable. According to vice-president Lauren Pytleksi, “it is a problem if there are no guards at the lots at two in the morning, when most of the bars are emptying out and people try to get on the campus who do not live here.”

Anyone who has tried to use a computer in one of the many labs on campus during exams last semester noticed the long lines and abundance of people on the computers. According to Fisher, there is some speculation that people who are not students at MSU may be using the computers at a time when students are waiting in line to do work for class. “We may need to institute some sort of ID checking process to ensure that students are the getting use of the computers when they need them,” said Fisher.

An issue that came up last year in light of the heavy accumulation of snow was the paving of the dirt lot across the street from the Clove Road apartments. The issue will be brought up again this semester to see what the advantages and disadvantages would be to paving it.

There were several changes made to the cabinet of the SGA. New faces include Director of Programming Joy Robbins, Director of Welfare and Internal Allen Cveolic, Director of Service Victor Cerillo and Public Relations Director Jill Levine. These new faces have brought a “renewed” spirit to the organization and should help her in better organizing the individual committees of the SGA, according to Fisher.

Fisher stated that she was working with Director of External Affairs Ruddy Andrade to create a program that would better educate students on issues affecting college students all across the country and run a successful voter registration campaign to make sure that every student on this campus is registered to vote. Pytleksi added that another goal is to get the Senior Committee off the ground and produce a successful semester of programming. The SGA is now actively searching for students to help with this committee.

One of the most intriguing projects of the semester may be the book swapping program that the SGA is trying to initiate. “We are going to start it on a small-scale basis, and see how it works,” said Fisher. “If it takes off, then maybe we can put it on the Internet somehow.”

Continued on p. 2

MSU loses a good friend and professor

by John J. O’Sullivan
Managing Editor

Dr. Ray Stover of the Department of Counseling, Human Development, and Educational Leadership, died on Sunday after a long battle with cancer. Stover, a dedicated teacher and Residence Life official, was a caring and respected member of the faculty who persevered as an instructor in the face of illness.

Stover began his career at Montclair State 30 years ago as the Director of Residence Life. According to the current Director, Margaree Coleman-Carter, Stover built the “strong foundation” that Residence Life runs upon. “He was a wonderful man, dedicated to housing and Residence Life. He truly was concerned about the personal growth of the students, trying to provide an educational home for students,” said Coleman-Carter. “He was also a good friend, and a warm person to talk to.”

After seventeen years with Residence Life, Stover moved on as a professor for the Department of Counseling, Human Development, and Educational Leadership in Spring 1987, although he stayed involved with Residence Life in a lesser role as a counselor. As a teacher, Stover was admired by his students, and According to Dr. Arlene King, chair of the department, he was a “...strong member of the department, who was available to the students. His counseling skills, and his hold on ethics and multiculturalism were strong.” He was admired by his students, and despite his sickness, he continued to teach until he was physically unable to do so.

Everyone who knew him would agree that he will be missed by the MSU community, as a strong professor, mentor, and person.
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Netanyahu’s Cabinet accepts Israel’s Hebron deal with Palestinians

Israeli Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu’s Cabinet accepted Israel’s Hebron deal with the Palestinians Thursday by a vote of 11-7, a spokesman said. The vote followed a meeting lasting nearly 12 hours.

Science Minister Benjamin Begin, son of the late Prime Minister Menachem Begin, resigned in protest at the accord, said the spokesman Shai Bazak.

“The government decided to approve the agreement by a vote of 11-7. After the vote minister Benny Begin announced his resignation from the government,” Bazak said.

Marxist rebels accept government proposal to oversee peaceful solution to hostage situation

Marxist rebels holding 74 hostages at the Japanese embassy in Lima accepted Wednesday a government proposal to set up a “guarantor” committee to oversee a peaceful solution.

“The proposal to set up a committee is acceptable,” Tupac Amaru Revolutionary Movement (MTRA) leader Nestor Corpa Cartolini said in a radio conversation from within the residence monitored by news agencies.

Corpa also pledged the rebels would not “execute” any of their hostages. “It is not in our minds to carry out executions, nor to give any ultimatum,” he said. “We have never spoken of executions.”

China hands over remains of American airmen

Yesterday China handed over to U.S. military officers the remains of American airmen who died 52 years ago when their bomber crashed into a remote southwestern Chinese mountain during a World War II.

“No matter where we must go or how much time it takes, America does not forget its warriors and we will endeavor to bring each and every one home,” said Alan Liotta, deputy director of the MIA/POW office under the department of defense.

A formal ceremony for the airmen is to be held in Beijing on Friday.

SGA, Continued from front page

of this project is to help students get more money back for their textbooks then they would at the bookstore.

When asked about the position of SGA bookkeeper which has been filled by a temp worker since the firing of Nicole Colucci, Fisher stated that the SGA placed an ad in the newspaper last Sunday and hoped to have a full-time bookkeeper in place “approximately three weeks.” The Judicial Branch of the SGA will be carefully evaluated this semester. At present time, there are only two justices two short of the minimum allowed according to the SGA constitution. “We will look at how the process works and what changes need to be made. A referendum election may be held if necessary,” said Fisher. A referendum election is needed any time a section of the constitution is going to be changed.

Cyclic looks forward to his first semester as treasurer and will be overseeing the process of budgeting the Class I organizations for the next school year. “It may be a difficult process, but with the help of all the Class Ones, we should accomplish what we need to get done,” said Cyclic.

The annual SGA leadership conference will be held at the Ramada Inn on February 15. At the conference, Pytleski stated that there will be “emphasis on team building and helping the legislators learn how to work together to become student advocates.” The first SGA meeting of the spring semester will be held on January 22 on the fourth floor of the Student Center.
Orientation informs new students

BY TIMOTHY CASEY
PHOTO EDITOR

This Tuesday an orientation session was held for new and transfer students for the Spring 1997 semester. Several student organizations were represented by students recruiting new members. C.L.U.B. and The Montclarion were among the Class One organizations informing the new students of their existence and role at MSU. Social organizations participated in the orientation, offering new students some insight into the various Fraternities and Sororities on campus. Theta Xi and Tau Kappa Epsilon Fraternities and Phi Sigma Sigma, Sigma Delta Phi, and Sigma Sigma Sigma Sororities answered questions and shared information with new students.

Orientation workshop leaders Allyson Green, Paola Clappina, Karyn Deming, Joy Robbins, Dr. John T. Tubjonic, and Jenn Lynch led tours and interacted with the students to get them excited about their futures here at MSU. In the first part of the orientation, incoming students were greeted with enthusiastic speeches by Dean Helen Matsou-Ayres, Dean James Harris, Dr. Lee Wilcox, Dr. Anthony Piccinino, and SGA President Amy Fisher, who focused on the new motto of the Student Government Association: “Making Our Mark.”

New students also received information at the Student Services Fair, where presentations given by Faculty Preceptors gave the students an idea of the departments on campus. Students set up their E-Mail accounts, made their I-Cards, received a financial aid briefing and evaluation, followed by a tasty lunch in the Students Center Cafeteria.

Joy Robbins, an Orientation Workshop Leader commented “It was awesome to see so many excited faces at this orientation. I hope it encourages them to get involved and take advantage of all Montclair has to offer its students.”

MSU wins at quiz show

BY JOHN J. O’SULLIVAN
MANAGING EDITOR

A team of two Montclair State Students and an administrator won three out of four rounds on a cable quiz show, winning a $1,000 award for the university scholarship fund.

“Remember This,” a news-oriented quiz show that airs on MSNBC and hosted by Al Roker, features local colleges and universities that compete for monetary prizes for their institutions. MSU’s team consisting of students Michael Roessner, and Ed Graf, and Director of Student Activities, Charles Feiner, defeated teams from the University of Pennsylvania, La Salle University, and St. Joseph College, winning the $1,000 award for Montclair State. Since MSU fared well in the preliminary competitions, they will be competing in final competitions starting February 5. The grand prize of $20,000 could be within their grasp if they compete as they did last year.

The matches were far from easy wins. The Montclair State team struggled hard against the other teams, often in the face of adversity. In their match with La Salle, MSU was 210 points away from victory. Only after Montclair, lead by Roessner, answered every question in the final round, were they able to claim victory. During the match with Penn, MSU defeated the College Bowl powerhouse by one question. “The matches were exciting to be in, and to watch on television after all was done,” said Feiner. “We conquered them once, and we can’t wait to beat them again in February.” Roessner boasted.

CLASS ONE, Cont. from front page

walls and ran countless feet of computer wiring. The final stages of the installation will occur within the upcoming months, where network F-1 sockets will be installed in the walls, to give Class One’s direct connection to the Internet. “We want to make the Student Center a ‘smart building,’ where anyone can plug in a computer to, for example, make a presentation,” said Anderson. The Student Center is picking up half of the cost of the wiring, the remainder is being paid by the University. The wiring of the building itself began last spring, when all of the buildings on campus had network hubs installed. The installation of the hubs brought the wiring to the building, but it didn’t distribute the network feed to the various offices.

Among the improvements on the infrastructure of the campus computer network in the Student Center, major cosmetic renovations are being planned for the annex offices. Office walls, doors, doorsposts, and the like will be repainted, and the old original damaged carpeting will be replaced with new carpeting. “Many of the offices are in real need to be repainted—some still have their original paint,” Anderson said. The renovations are roughly scheduled to begin during spring break, although much of it will be done little by little. Currently, the Student Center is considering three different sources for the paint, and is talking to several different manufacturers of carpet to find the best price. In the future, the annex corridors will be repainted and renovated, although this could take some time, due to budgetary constraints.

The improved cosmetic image, and the connection to the internet is hoped to do more than beautify. A revamped image is hoped by Student Center operations, and the SGA, to increase student membership of organizations, and to improve image to outsiders. “We’re trying to use this to show interest in student groups and to encourage good programming to do great things for the student body,” said Anderson.
January 27 thru February 7
at the
Student Center

MAKE YOUR
PORTRAIT APPOINTMENT

by Calling

1-800-521-4009 Ext. 106
Mon. - Fri. 8:30am - 4:30pm

NOW!!

There is no charge for this first sitting
and you must have your picture taken
in order to appear in the yearbook!
Exciting events planned for Spring Semester

BY SUZANNE FEGLE
CAMPUS LIFE EDITOR

Welcome Back! I hope your break was more enjoyable than mine. I finished my finals, blinked, and now I’m back here at the wonderful Montclarion office! However, I’m not complaining. I like my work here. Although there is one drawback... Many of my writers either graduated or began internships. This means that my assistant Michele and I must find new writers or learn how to clone ourselves! Considering that we are both English majors and not Biology majors, I think the latter is impossible. That is why I am taking this opportunity to beg for your help.

Now I know that many people find the Montclarion office to be a dark hole inhibited by strange and unusual people. This is true. But it is also a great place to meet interesting people and learn about all the incredible events that occur on campus.

While January is a pretty dull month on campus, February looks to be quite busy. Beginning February 17, the MSU Alumni Association will begin its Annual Winter Phonathon. If you would like to get involved, contact Colleen at 655-4141.

The Women’s Center will also begin its Lunchtime Lecture Series on February 26. Lieutenant Paul Cell of Campus Police will discuss and illustrate numerous techniques that will enhance our awareness about safety issues at noon in Student Center room 417.

The Lunchtime Lecture Series will cover topics such as eating disorders, menopause, equity in the workplace, women’s sports and much more. Director Dr. Joan Ficke is extremely excited about the upcoming programs for those computer literate (hopefully most of you): http://umanitoba.ca/student/cis/wwise.htm. They have specific information on a number of ongoing programs that can help you in obtaining the position you want.

Q: What’s to be gained from an internship overseas other than for my own enjoyment. What would be the benefits for me and how would I go about it?
A: What’s to be gained from an internship or volunteer program? A lot. An internship is an entry-level opportunity, an invitation to learn about a new field. In the type of global society we’re becoming, international experience is becoming increasingly important.

Through an internship, students can learn and understand the culture of a different country, while working in a supportive environment that opens up opportunities they might not have under traditional work-study assignments. Additional benefits include: * Practical experience in your field of study/training PLUS invaluable cross-cultural experience and language training/development.
* Exposure to international industries and technology.
* Beneficial international contracts and networking.

In the Career Services office, Room 104, Student Center Annex, there are two excellent resources to narrow your search in order to help you find the internship most appropriate for you. The Directory of Jobs and Careers Abroad provides advice on how to get the job/internship you want, rules and regulations, and specific opportunities in each country. International Internships and Volunteer Programs provides application procedures and program descriptions. In addition, World Wise has a very helpful Website for those computer literate (hopefully most of you!): http://umanitoba.ca/student/cis/wwise.htm. They have specific information on a number of on-going programs that can help you in obtaining the position you want.

Q: I’d like to go to graduate school but I don’t want to borrow money to do so. I will have to repay my undergrad loan quite soon and don’t want more debt. Any suggestions?
A: One way to pay for grad school is to try to get a graduate assistantship. Offered by all universities, a graduate assistantship pays your tuition and even provides you with a small stipend ($3,000 - $6,000) in exchange for your work in a college office. The best kind of assistantship will be one that gives you experience in the work you are training to do: in a lab, as an instructor, as a research assistant, as a media assistant, counselor, dorm director, and so on. Even if your assistantship has you doing nothing more than word processing for one of your professors, any honest work that pays your tuition is worth doing, and besides, you may make a lifelong friend of that professor.

In order to learn about assistantships it is wise to write or call for info to both the department you are planning to apply to and the graduate admissions office. Every institution does things in their own style and it is best to cover all bases. Very often departmental secretaries are an excellent source of information.

In addition to assistantships, there is money available from the private sector. Foundations, corporations, trust funds, associations, and fraternal groups offer financial help to graduate students. Come to the Career Services library to look at the Graduate Scholarships Book which identifies many of these sources. In addition, visit our homepage for more information.

What exactly is the SGA?

BY TOM TRACY
EDITOR-IN-CHIEF

For those of you who are new to the campus this semester, you may be wondering what types of activities there are to do on this campus. To find your answer, the best thing for you to do is become acquainted with the Student Government Association.

The SGA, as it is more commonly referred to, is a student-run corporation that includes within its makeup different services to meet the needs of the undergraduate student body. The SGA charters many organizations on this campus that program the majority of events that occur on this campus. From concerts and theatrical events, to publications and cultural awareness events, the SGA offers a little something for everyone.

Don’t feel guilty to take advantage of it either. You see, you actually pay a $3.10 fee per credit that you take (maximum charge is $37.20 for 12 or more credits) which goes directly to the SGA to spend on campus programs and activities. The SGA has an annual operating budget of over $500,000 which is used to fund many student services such as a subsidized pharmacy program and reduced priced parkway tokens. The remainder of this money is allotted to Class One organizations in the form of a structured budget, and whatever is left is put into an account known as an appropriated surplus which is used to provide moneys for the functions of class II and III organizations.

How can I get involved? Well, you are already giving money, so, you may as well give your voice too. Whatever your interest may be, the SGA has an organization that will provide you with hours of enjoyment. And if they don’t, then as long as you can find some other people who share your interests, you can start your own organization. Just by attending the many events that are held on campus, you can help make them a success.

There is simply no excuse to not know what is occurring on this campus. Read the newspaper, listen to the radio station, or walk into the student center annex and stop by the SGA office (Room 103) or any of the other organizational offices that are located there.

Simply put, life at MSU is what you make it. If you are content to sit around and watch Brady Bunch reruns, then by all means go ahead. If on the other hand, you want to participate, then come on down, the door is always open and new friends are always welcome. Many people fought very hard and I’m glad they can be recognized for their hard work. If you would like to get involved, contact Colleen at 655-4141.

The three Presidential Achievement Awards that are now available to the women of MSU. “I would like as many students as possible to know that these opportunities are available and should be taken advantage of. Women students are a valuable asset to the MSU campus and I’m glad they can be recognized through these awards,” said Ficke.

The application deadline is February 17, 10 to receive an application or more information, contact the Women’s Center at 655-5114.

Now that you know that there are some great upcoming events to attend, why not build up your resume and write for the Montclarion? While I might be prejudiced, I do believe the Campus Life Section is the most interesting because writers attend a very diverse amount of events.

Also, this is my last semester as the Campus Life Editor. I would love to find someone brave enough to replace me when I move on to greener pastures. Think about it! Now you know what’s going on and I’ve said my plea - have a great semester!
A Message from Mountainside
Family Practice Associates

BY ANTHONY PASTENA, DO
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

Cigarette smoking, an addictive behavior fulfilling all the criteria for drug dependence. Although the number of smokers is in the minority, smoking is considered the number one cause of death in the United States. And the single most preventable factor contributing to death.

In national surveys, an overwhelming majority of people maintain that smoking is bad for your health. Then why do so many adolescents and young adults become addicted? Despite the obvious reasons of image, peer pressure, example from parents, influence from advertising, and the false belief that cigarettes relax them, the detrimental effects of this potentially deadly habit are not readily apparent to these youngsters because they are unfortunately not affected until years later.

Statistics point out that approximately 45 million American adults and 3.1 million adolescents smoke cigarettes with an additional 1 million individuals using smokeless tobacco. Among those who started smoking in early adolescence, it is estimated that half who have failed to quit will die directly or indirectly as a result of nicotine dependence.

By the age of 17, about 77 percent have experimented with cigarettes, with approximately 25 percent becoming daily smokers. In a poll of adult smokers, 91.3 percent and 77 percent respectively stated that they had their first cigarette and became daily smokers before the age of 20. It is known that the earlier ones who begin to experiment with cigarettes the greater the chances of becoming a daily smoker in adulthood.

It follows then that as young smokers become older, the average number of cigarettes consumed daily and the percentage of becoming daily smokers increase greatly.

Nicotine, the centrally acting drug component of tobacco, is delivered through the lungs to the brain by inhaling the smoke of cigarettes. A drag of nicotine is delivered in approximately 10-20 seconds to the brain and an increased blood level is established. Contrary to popular belief, nicotine acts as a stimulant to the central nervous system causing an increased heart rate, blood pressure, and bodily functions.

The relaxation people believe they experience is actually the result of their bodies getting the nicotine they are now dependent upon. After prolonged use, dependence develops and more nicotine is needed to avoid a withdrawal syndrome. This includes nervousness, restlessness, irritability, impaired concentration, hunger, fatigue, insomnia, and a craving for cigarettes.

Despite many health risks associated with smoking, like lung disease and heart disease, many adolescents and young adults not only fail to comprehend their reasonable risk, but also fail to see the short term consequences including cough, shortness of breath with exertion, bad breath, stained teeth, respiratory infections, and foul smelling clothes.

Because the epidemic of nicotine dependence continues as a major health problem in the US, it is our desire as Family Physicians to take an active role in promoting not only smoking cessation, but advocate public policy restricting smoking in the workplace, public facilities and schools, and the sales of cigarettes to minors. We are only a small part of a much needed national effort to implement these policies.
Healthy Living: Relaxation, and a Good Night's Sleep!!!

by Rob Kenney Staff Writer

Blissful sleep is that rejuvenating, recharging repose in which about one third of our lives is spent. Only during rest do the bone marrow and lymph nodes produce substances to empower our immune systems. It is during the beginning of our sleep cycle that much of the body's repair work is done. According to Oriental medicine, one hour of sleep before midnight is worth two hours after. However, for many of us, peaceful sleep may sometimes be elusive.

Sleeping pills impair calcium absorption (especially crucial to women), are often habit forming and paralyze the part of our brains that controls dreaming. They can leave us feeling less than rested and impaired clarity of thought. The best way to deal with insomnia is to determine and change the cause.

Many prescribed drugs can leave us unable to sleep. Antibiotics, steroids, decongestants, cold remedies, appetite suppressants, contraceptives and thyroid medications can all contribute to sleep problems.

Studies show that people who are more active in the daytime are less likely to have problems with sleep. However, it is best to exercise a few hours before going to sleep. The hours between 4:00 and 8:00 p.m. are said to be ideal. Yoga, tai chi, meditation breathing exercises, biofeedback and guided visualizations are effective noninvasive methods to aid sleep. In Oriental medicine, it is believed that insomnia occurs when yang (the active stage) can not enter yin (the passive stage). Sleep is considered the supreme yin tonic.

In conversation with a classmate, I was informed of the effects of ingesting different herbs (not marijuana). He put to rest some of my doubts related to their potency. The following is a list of herbs that do what they say they do!

Chamomile (Matricaria recuita) has long been used as a remedy for sleep disorders. It is considered a nerve restorative and helps calm anxiety and stress. Chamomile is ideal for people who are bothered by almost everything. It eaten before bedtime, chamomile is also a traditional remedy for nightmares. Chamomile is high in nerve and muscle relaxing calcium, magnesium, potassium and some of the B vitamins which also release tension.

Hops (Humulus lupulus) helps to induce sleep and provides a pleasant numbing sensation. This herb contains lupulin which is considered a strong, safe and reliable sedative. It can help mellow a person with a quarrelsome nature. It is also an anodyne, meaning it can help ease pain. Though its taste is bitter, it is safe for children.

Passion flower (Passiflora incarnate) helps to relax the mind. It is useful for worried insomniacs. It slows the breakdown of serotonin and norepinephrine, allowing one to maintain a more peaceful state of consciousness. Passion flower has traditionally been used to treat hysteria and to aid recovery from nervous breakdown. It is an anti-spasmodic and sedative.

Skullcap (Scutellaria lateriflora) is considered one of the best tonics for the nervous system. It has long been used to calm teething babies, quiet restless ness and insomnia.

Calcium/magnesium supplements help to nourish the nerves. When taken before bed, they are easily assimilated by the body. Deficiencies in these minerals and the B vitamins can also be factors in poor sleep.

By now, you have probably heard of the hormone, melatonin. It naturally occurs in the body as a secretion produced by the pineal gland derived from the neurotransmitter serotonin. It helps the body regulate circadian rhythms and is being promoted for a multitude of benefits from jet lag to immune enhancement. Melatonin has been studied since 1956, and may have many benefits, including slowing down process. Since most of the studies have been done on rats, it will be a while before we understand the long-term effects on humans. So, rather than taking this as a first choice, it is always best to treat the cause of insomnia, rather than masking the symptoms, whether it be by the use of herbs or melatonin.

If you are still skeptical about herbs and want a good nights sleep try the following. Banish all thoughts from your mind and focus on the rhythm of your breathing. You should soon be able to lull yourself to sleep.

UPDATE: This is the final notice regarding the development of my abdominals. If you have missed the two articles previously written; I challenged the credibility of the Ab Isolator with an ab program taken from Men’s Health. My friend achieved a washboard in two months using the Ab Isolator and rollerblading everyday. I am reluctant to admit that I did not achieve comparable results using the program from Men’s Health. One major factor might have slanted the contest. I did not do any cardiovascular exercise during the two month span. Go figure!

Opening your Alpha account and safety on the Internet

by Rita Bronnenkant

Happy 1997, guys! I can see how excited you all are about the new semester! If you are new to Montclair State, the University provides the Alpha system for student use. This allows each student to have his/her own electronic mail account. No extra charge. Open your Alpha account from any computer lab on campus. The labs are located in Richardson 107/108 & 110 Mac & pc; Dickson 280 & 281 -pc only; Sprague Library 210 - Mac & pc; Partridge 113 - pc only; Chapin 202 - Mac only. Ask any of our able lab assistants for help. You need to know your Social Security number, Phone Registration Pin Number, and the phone number that the University has on file for you.

If you already know how to use the web browser, Netscape, the Alpha instructions are on line at http://www.montclair.edu/Pages/ACT/Documentation/AlphaAccount.html. I created a web page with links to Alpha help, MSU info, plus a ton of reference links at http://www.chss.montclair.edu/lecture/LS/rita.html.

More and more professors are using email to communicate with students. Some even have paperless classes -all assignments submitted via email. So join us for an adventure in cyberspace! You will soon wonder how you ever did without it!

What’s your Alpha password? Shh!!! You’re not supposed to tell me! Don’t give out your password. If someone else can access your account, he could send email that would appear to be sent by you. Recently some MSU students used another student’s email account to send, ummm, suggestive email.

The recipient, who also happens to be employed by the University, did not take it well. Nor should he have. You are responsible for safeguarding the confidentiality of your password. The system prompts you when it is time to change your password. However, if you know that someone has learned your password, change it immediately.

Just as we were taking last semester’s finals the story about the Columbia grad student and the Barnard coed hit the news. According to reports they met on an America-On-Line chat room, arranged to meet for dinner, and then went back to his apartment to watch a video. Allegedly he tortured her.

This incident is being used to point up the “evils” of the Internet. Not all situations are perfect. Please keep in mind that you don’t really “know” anyone you have met through email, chat rooms, newsgroups, etc., until you have met him/her in person, in the real world. Apply basic common sense and we won’t be hearing about you on the 10 o’clock news.

The Alexander Law Firm of San Jose, California, has put up the Consumer Law Page, http://consumerlawpage.com/, containing links to over 100 consumer information brochures, collected articles, and resources. Find out about class actions lawsuits, product recalls, state and federal laws, archives, libraries and university databases, toxic torts, and more! This law firm is hoping that you will remember their name and hire them if you require legal services, but all the information is free for anyone to use. Take advantage of all the research someone else did.

Time for me to head to the bookstore and invest in some bargain used books! TTYNW -Talk To You Next Week.

Log On to MSU
Free Food and For Sale, two bands with promising futures

BY KELVIN SCHWEDER
ARTS EDITOR

Why, in the age of million dollar, Victoria Secret camise-like plot-dressed, under two hours blockbuster, would anyone make a four hour film in a language that most people don’t even realize they speak? Because if someone doesn’t, classic pieces of epic literature will be forever sheared down to the level of the audience, rather than lifting them up to the level of the work.

Kenneth Branagh, the modern father of Shakespearean film presentation and preservation, now offers us Hamlet. But unlike any Hamlet film that precedes it, this film offers the complete vision of Shakespeare’s “most celebrated work,” running just over four hours in length.

Yes, four.

Set in a Czarist Russia-type period, filmed in the glory that is 70 millimeter, Branagh has gone to extreme lengths to make this film a massive production. He had the opportunity to see two such contradictions, and equally promising bands, Free Food and For Sale, with about fifty people in attendance.

Free Food opened the free show with a free warning, “We’ve only had three rehearsals.” Free Food features John Peterson (lead vocals, guitar, sax), Bill Hobbs (guitar), Sarah Gilbert (vocals), Chuck Doell (bass), Ken Adessa (drums), and a talking E.T. doll.

Despite their limited rehearsal time, Free Food sounded great, playing such tunes as Deep Blue Something’s “Breakfast At Tiffany’s,” and Eric Clapton’s “Wonderful Tonight.” The band also entertained the crowd with original works entitled, “Race Against Time,” “Younger Years,” “Sometimes I Was,” “It’s Alright With Me,” and “The Age of Change.” Joining the band on stage for another original song, “Destination,” was singer, Peter Hope. Another surprise guest was the lead singer from the SOB’s, Steve Pipers, playing with Peterson on saxophone, they did their rendition of U2’s “Angel of Harlem.” My only criticism of Free Food was their cover of John Lennon’s ballad, “Imagine.” Some greats just should not be messed with guys.

The show also featured the band, For Sale, who played despite a missing member. For Sale is composed of Sue Remus (lead guitar), Dave Hilton (bass), and Jay Clark (drums). They played an original instrumental cleverly titled, “The Napkin Song,” because it was composed on one.

Overall both bands sounded good, a bit rough and raw, but the potential is definitely there. Hopefully after a few more practice hours, they will play another show for the music lovers of MSU.

To see Branagh or not to see Branagh, that is the question

BY ERIN PERREY
ARTS EDITOR

There’s just something I love about seeing a bunch of talented musicians begin to try and mesh their individual contributions and work together to create an original sound of their own. On Thursday, Dec. 12, in the Ratt, I had the opportunity to see two such contradicting, equally promising bands, Free Food and For Sale, with about fifty people in attendance.

Free Food opened the free show with a free warning, “We’ve only had three rehearsals.” Free Food features John Peterson (lead vocals, guitar, sax), Bill Hobbs (guitar), Sarah Gilbert (vocals), Chuck Doell (bass), Ken Adessa (drums), and a talking E.T. doll.

Despite their limited rehearsal time, Free Food sounded great, playing such tunes as Deep Blue Something’s “Breakfast At Tiffany’s,” and Eric Clapton’s “Wonderful Tonight.” The band also entertained the crowd with original works entitled, “Race Against Time,” “Younger Years,” “Sometimes I Was,” “It’s Alright With Me,” and “The Age of Change.” Joining the band on stage for another original song, “Destination,” was singer, Peter Hope. Another surprise guest was the lead singer from the SOB’s, Steve Pipers, playing with Peterson on saxophone, they did their rendition of U2’s “Angel of Harlem.” My only criticism of Free Food was their cover of John Lennon’s ballad, “Imagine.” Some greats just should not be messed with guys.

The show also featured the band, For Sale, who played despite a missing member. For Sale is composed of Sue Remus (lead guitar), Dave Hilton (bass), and Jay Clark (drums). They played an original instrumental cleverly titled, “The Napkin Song,” because it was composed on one.

Overall both bands sounded good, a bit rough and raw, but the potential is definitely there. Hopefully after a few more practice hours, they will play another show for the music lovers of MSU.

To see Branagh or not to see Branagh, that is the question

BY KELVIN SCHWEDER
ARTS EDITOR

Why, in the age of million dollar, Victoria Secret camise-like plot-dressed, under two hours blockbuster, would anyone make a four hour film in a language that most people don’t even realize they speak? Because if someone doesn’t, classic pieces of epic literature will be forever sheared down to the level of the audience, rather than lifting them up to the level of the work.

Kenneth Branagh, the modern father of Shakespearean film presentation and preservation, now offers us Hamlet. But unlike any Hamlet film that precedes it, this film offers the complete vision of Shakespeare’s “most celebrated work,” running just over four hours in length.

Yes, four.

Set in a Czarist Russia-type period, filmed in the glory that is 70 millimeter, Branagh has gone to extreme lengths to make this film a massive production. He had the opportunity to see two such contradictions, and equally promising bands, Free Food and For Sale, with about fifty people in attendance.

Free Food opened the free show with a free warning, “We’ve only had three rehearsals.” Free Food features John Peterson (lead vocals, guitar, sax), Bill Hobbs (guitar), Sarah Gilbert (vocals), Chuck Doell (bass), Ken Adessa (drums), and a talking E.T. doll.

Despite their limited rehearsal time, Free Food sounded great, playing such tunes as Deep Blue Something’s “Breakfast At Tiffany’s,” and Eric Clapton’s “Wonderful Tonight.” The band also entertained the crowd with original works entitled, “Race Against Time,” “Younger Years,” “Sometimes I Was,” “It’s Alright With Me,” and “The Age of Change.” Joining the band on stage for another original song, “Destination,” was singer, Peter Hope. Another surprise guest was the lead singer from the SOB’s, Steve Pipers, playing with Peterson on saxophone, they did their rendition of U2’s “Angel of Harlem.” My only criticism of Free Food was their cover of John Lennon’s ballad, “Imagine.” Some greats just should not be messed with guys.

The show also featured the band, For Sale, who played despite a missing member. For Sale is composed of Sue Remus (lead guitar), Dave Hilton (bass), and Jay Clark (drums). They played an original instrumental cleverly titled, “The Napkin Song,” because it was composed on one.

Overall both bands sounded good, a bit rough and raw, but the potential is definitely there. Hopefully after a few more practice hours, they will play another show for the music lovers of MSU.
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Overall both bands sounded good, a bit rough and raw, but the potential is definitely there. Hopefully after a few more practice hours, they will play another show for the music lovers of MSU.
TriStar Pictures’ Jerry Maguire, a movie that inspires

BY ERIN PERRY
ARTS EDITOR

Ahh, January... snow, slush, meltdown, more slush. Are you looking for a movie to inspire you during the dismal days of winter? Try TriStar Pictures’ romantic comedy, Jerry Maguire, written and directed by Cameron Crowe. It might just do the trick to warm up your life.

Jerry Maguire, produced by James L. Brooks, features Tom Cruise as Jerry Maguire, an ambitious top sports agent at Sports Management International who is completely devoted to his seventy-two clients, and callous fiancee, Avery Bishop (Kelly Preston). This is the stereotypical role you would expect from Tom Cruise... Maguire is attractive, successful, confident, and charming. But as time passes, Maguire finds himself searching for such luxuries as loyalty, trust, and honesty in the unscrupulous corporate world of celebrity sports endorsements. Further, plagued by his mentor, Dicky Fox; “the secret to this job is personal relationships,” Maguire realizes he hates his place in the world, “I was just another shark in a suit.”

Now unemployed and disenchanted, Maguire declares, “the fish will come with me!” and decides to start his own company, with the hopes of keeping his abundant amount of clients. Joining Maguire in his uncertain crusade is the lovable accountant, Dorothy Boyd, (Renee Zellweger) who is so inspired by Maguire’s memo that she quits her job, despite her obligations of single motherhood and her disapproving sister, Laurel (Bonnie Hunt).

So together with Dorothy’s adorable son, Ray, (Jonathan Lipnicki) the newly formed three-some try to keep the only two clients they have left, an undiscovered wide receiver for the Arizona Cardinals, Rod Tidwell, (Cuba Gooding, Jr.) and an aspiring NFL draft first pick, Frank “Cush” Cushman (Jerry O’Connell). And of course Dorothy and Jerry’s business partnership turns into much more to which Maguire declares, “Now I feel like Clarence Thomas,” and Boyd replies, “Well I might not sue.”

The casting for Jerry Maguire, done by Gail Levin, is done to perfection. The actors seemed to be made for their parts, especially flipper the fish. As an added bonus to the film and what always makes or breaks a film for me, is the soundtrack.

This one, available on Epic Records, features the musical talents of Kurt Cobain, Bob Dylan, Mick Jagger, Paul McCartney, Tom Petty, Keith Richards, Bruce Springsteen, Pete Townshend, and Neil Young.

So whether your love life is sailing smoothly or has hit rock bottom, this movie is sure to make you smile.

“...the beauty of diversity,” in Tribute to Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr. at 3 pm, 49 Washington St., Newark, more info? 746-6068.

Thursday, Jan. 16

Friday, Jan. 17
MSU Student Activities & Tim Drake present, Dar Williams with special guest, Richard Shindell at Memorial Auditorium, 8:30 pm, MSU student admission $13.

Saturday, Jan. 18
Fingerbowl at the Wetlands, NY., more info? (212) 966-4225.

Sunday, Jan. 19
NJ Chamber Music Society & The Newark Museum presents, "...the beauty of diversity," in Tribute to Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr. at 3 pm, 49 Washington St., Newark, more info? 746-6068.

For more information, contact Erin or Jodi at x5169.

Study in English or learn a foreign language. Enroll for a semester or an academic year, at very affordable tuition or with financial aid!

MONTCLEAN STATE UNIVERSITY

Global Education Center
22 Normal Avenue

- Monday, January 27th, 12:00 pm
- Tuesday, January 28th, 4:00 pm
- Thursday, January 30th, 10:00 am

or contact Tracy Hogan, Program Assistant, at 655-4483
A defense of “all Greek lettered organizations”

This is in regard to Mr. Bryan Murtha’s letter in the December 12th issue of the Montclarion, regarding to the bashing of fraternities and sororities.

First, let’s start off with Mr. Murtha’s assumption that all fraternities and sororities are bad. As a member of a national sorority which is over 70 years old, I would like to say that unless you have been in every sorority or fraternity, you cannot say or condemn them in any way. Sororities and fraternities play a big role in college, they have a very big influence on individuals and are positive. I am not saying that being in a sorority or a fraternity is for everyone, because it’s not. But I am here to defend all Greek lettered organizations when it comes to people like Mr. Murtha trying to make us look bad.

Yes, there have been some devastating incidents occurring to people while “pledging”, I have read the tabloids myself, and I also watch the news. But what Mr. Murtha doesn’t know is that all of that has become illegal since the spring of 1990. So people make a choice when they want to join any organization, whether it be Greek or non-Greek.

Mr. Murtha continues on to say that he is “prejudiced” when it comes to fraternities, and that wearing Greek letters on someone’s chest is showing “a lack of self-respect”. Again, if he doesn’t like fraternities and sororities, that is his business. Just because he is prejudiced against Greek organizations doesn’t make it right that he tries to persuade others to be an idiot like him. Tell that to Bill Cosby (ΩΨΦ), Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr. (ΑΦΑ), Rev. Jesse Jackson (ΩΨΦ), or former President Ronald Reagan (ΤΚΕ).

To me, it really sounds as if Mr. Murtha is a wanna-be reject with a vengeance, afraid of what he really wants. Think about it.

Andrea M. Rouse
Sociology & Criminal Justice major

State of the World

Welcome back to another fun-filled semester of the Montclarion. I am not sure where the winter break went, but it is over. I hope that everyone had a healthy and prosperous new year and all that other good stuff. As the Editor-in-Chief of this newspaper, it is my job to recruit as many of you as I can to help in its production. With a campus population close to 15,000, one would think that it would be easy to find enough people willing to spare some time and help out. Wrong.

I have learned from my first semester as Editor-In-Chief that this is a thankless job. There are about 15 hard-working students who run this newspaper. We also go to class (occasionally), work (a lot) and try to keep standing from the campus community as to how difficult this job is. When we miss an event or make an error in a story, no one feels worse than we do. This is something I hope everyone keeps in mind over the next 15 weeks or so.

There are many ways that students and professors alike can help out the newspaper without even coming to our office. We have a hotline for the news section. Just dial 655-5169 with any information you have about a possible story. For those who are active in other organizations on campus, we will publicize your events! Simply e-mail our campus life editor at feigle@alpha.montclair.edu. Include the name of the organization, date, time and location of the event, and we will do the rest.

What’s in store for the Montclarion in 1997? Well, we have many goals and aspirations. We hope to continue to work with all members of the campus community in openly discussing campus issues in our editorial section. We would like to create some sort of a student organization directory to publicize all that places have to offer. We would like to break down and explain how the Student Government and Greek system works at this university compared to other colleges in this state. The results may surprise you.

As you can see, we plan on keeping busy here at the Montclarion, as we always have. It would be great to see some new faces down here, but if not, the presses will still run. It is going to be a good semester and I personally look forward to working with as many students as possible in the coming months. If there are any questions regarding this organization, I will be more than happy to answer them. My office number is 655-5230, or e-mail me at tracy@alpha.montclair.edu. Best wishes for a great semester.

Montclarion Mailbag Letter Policy

- All letters must be typed and no longer than 250 words. Letters exceeding this length will be edited to 250 words.
- Please keep letters to a single topic which is relevant to the issues at hand.
- Once received, letters are property of the Montclarion and may be edited for length, content, and libel.
- Letters will not be printed unless they are signed, include the author’s name, major, phone number, and social security number. The last two items will be used for verification only.
- Only one letter by an author will be printed each month.
- Letters and e-mail must be submitted by Monday at 6:00 p.m. Any correspondence received after this time will not be considered for publication in that week’s issue.
- Correspondence may be submitted through e-mail to navettaj@alpha.montclair.edu or sent to The Montclarion, Attn.: Editorial Editor, MSU, 113 Student Center Annex, Upper Montclair, NJ 07043.

The spring starts anew

As the saying goes, it ain’t over till it’s over. And while many of the incidents which took place at MSU last semester might have made thoughts of a successful spring semester almost impossible, the hard work of several members of the campus community have helped us avoid such a fate.

To start with, the SGA has announced future multifaceted plans for the spring semester. It has pledged to help extend weekend computer lab, library, and Clove Road laundry room hours. Additionally, it intends on investigating a system which would prevent non-MSU students from using computer labs and taking computer time away from students. They also plan on trying to improve the new security system and finding solutions to current complaints with the system. Also, the SGA wants to place more emphasis on external affairs which would bring more opportunities to MSU students to become involved in vote registration drives and to come in contact with political speakers. Finally, the SGA is attempting to develop a “book swap program” which would allow students to keep their book costs down via textbook exchange programs.

The Student Center is also being renovated to improve life at MSU. It is being wired for the Internet so that all offices will have Internet capability and truly be on-line. Class One alley is getting a much-needed face lift by getting painted and having new carpet installed.

Finally, the people at MSU are already accomplishing award-winning feats. The college bowl team appeared on an MSNBC game show and won $1000 for a scholarship fund. They will be competing again for tough schools in the near future. Additionally, the National College Bowl Tournament will be held at MSU in March.

So after all we’ve been through, it’s far from over. In fact, the best is yet to come at MSU. With a unified SGA, improvements on campus, and outstanding student accomplishments, we all have a lot to look forward to this semester.
Additionally, the National College Bowl Tournament will be held at MSU in March. With a unified SGA, improvements on campus, and outstanding student accomplishments, we all have a lot to look forward to this semester.
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The Student Center is also being renovated to improve life at MSU. It is being wired for the Internet so that all offices will have Internet capability and truly be on-line. Class One alley is getting a much-needed facelift by getting painted and having new carpet installed.
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**The Examined Life**

*By Jean-Marie Navetta*

In 1992 at the American Bar Association Conference, Hillary Clinton presented Anita Hill with the Margaret Bent Women Lawyer's Achievement Award. In her presentation, she commented, "All women who care about equality of opportunity, about integrity and morality in the workplace are in Anita Hill's debt." Perhaps in some undeserved sense this is true – the frequency of sexual harassment claims has skyrocketed since the Anita Hill - Clarence Thomas hearings in 1991. According to the EEOC, there were 6000 cases reported in 1991. That number has steadily increased to 15,000 in 1996. In some (but far from all) situations, changes that were made in civil rights laws have empowered many women to challenge inappropriate behavior of their coworkers in the workplace.

As expected, left-wing feminists have touted these changes as their victory. Anita Hill and Gloria Steinem created the Coalition on Sexual Harassment and appeared at a conference entitled "Women Tell the Truth." Former Colorado Congresswoman Pat Schroeder recommended that for her accomplishments, Hill be named Attorney General. And at the 1992 National Democratic Convention, Senator Barbara Mikulski shouted that, "Never again will a woman who comes forward to tell her story before a committee of the US Senate be assailed for telling the truth."

But it seems that the feminists who all answered to Anita Hill's unfounded, flimsy, and disproved story with a call to arms against sexual harassment are suddenly missing from the scene these days. Despite Paula Jones's sexual harassment case against Bill Clinton which has warranted the defense of Bob Bennett, a $475 per hour attorney for Clinton and a furious spin from the White House lie machine, feminists have been conspicuously absent from Jones's defense. In fact, the same tools who pressed for laws which make it easier for a woman to prove her sexual harassment case are now making excuses for Clinton to avoid going to court during his tenure. These objections are not on the grounds that forcing a current president to stand trial would set a new precedent, but rather (in the view of feminist legal scholar Susan Estrich) that now a woman's complaint of sexual harassment can't be taken at face value.

It's funny how people can selectively change their tune for political expediency. Before the Hill-Thomas hearings even started, Patricia Ireland, the leader of NOW announced of (Thomas) "We're going to bork him." Flo Kennedy, another feminist spokeswoman said, "We have to bork Thomas...we kick ass and take names...We're going to kill him politically." All these comments were made before any of Hill's alleged "evidence" had surfaced. However, today, despite the vast agreement among lawyers that Paula Jones has a strong case and Bill Clinton has a fairly poor reputation when it comes to sexual (mis)conduct and fidelity, neither of these leaders are crusading for Bill Clinton's political demise – or even his testimony.

So maybe now it is time to face the truth. Backing Paula Jones won't threaten the confirmation of a conservative Supreme Court judge with a spotless record. It could substantially humiliate the smooth-talking liberal politician that many of these feminists voted for. And Paula Jones isn't a lawyer and college professor who spews terms like "misogynist society" and who talks about the "powerlessness of women". She's a woman who was characterized by one prominent journalist as "some sleazy woman with big hair coming out of the trailer parks."

For the liberals, the chickens have come home to roost. All the changes in the law which were so urgently made and all the powerful comments which were so carelessly voiced are finally being applied to them. And they don't like it. Suddenly Anita Hill's infamous comments that "Women should be supported regardless of proof" doesn't sound as good as it used to. And now the White House spin has to work hard to cover that up.

So while Paula Jones waits to see if she will be granted her constitutional rights of due process and a speedy trial, the accused will be attending inaugural balls and continue to believe that he is above the law. Jones will continue to fight for "...equality of opportunity, integrity, and morality in the workplace", alone.

The self-proclaimed women's libbers like Anita, Hillary, and Patsy are hypocrites. After all, some of them will be attending these galas with a man who has less respect for women than Bob Packwood or Clarence Thomas ever did. Once again, the leaders of the liberal women's movement have shown that proof doesn't matter. If you don't have enough and you're in their club, they will help you. And if you have more than you need, but are an average American with no political agenda, they don't care. So Paula Jones and other women across the country who are truly the victims of sexual harassment will find that they are in the same boat as they were before the Hill-Thomas farce: alone.

“Freedom is nothing else but a chance to be better, whereas enslavement is a certainty of the worse.”

-Albert Camus

Exercise your freedom to be part of the debate. Write to the Montclarion Mailbag.
Assistant Managers for Residence Life

AT LEAST SOPHOMORE LEVEL
WITH MINIMUM GPA OF 2.5

★ Free Room ★ Stipend ★
19 Meal Plan Waiver
Leadership Experience

Your Ticket to Success!

Interest Meeting/Mocktail Party
Monday, January 20, 1997
7 pm Bohn Hall Lounge

Applications available starting Tuesday, January 14 in all Residence Directors' offices and the Office of Residence Life.
Application deadline 4 pm, Monday, January 27, 1997.
Classifieds...

- Child Care Wanted -

Baby-sitter needed Mon., Tues., Wed., 7-9 AM until May 16th for two boys ages 6 & 9. Own transportation, non-smoker. 746-6704.

Montclair family seeking tutor for after school study/play with 6 yr. girl, 4-7 PM two to three times weekly. Preference: female student affiliated with Center for Pedagogy. 744-6661.

Child care needed in Montclair for 3 & 5 yr. old, T/Th afternoons. Must drive! Call Helen at (201) 783-4349.

Child care: responsible and reliable person to care for 1 yr. old child in my Totowa home. One to two evenings per week, references required. Call after 9 PM only; 256-0152.

Responsible, fun-living baby-sitter needed for 3 kids in Montclair, ages 10, 8 & 6. 3-4 afternoons per week from 3-7 PM. Driver’s license required. Call Ellen 744-4221.

Student who enjoys children to care for 8 year old in our Upper Montclair home Monday & Thursday 5:00 PM - 7:30 PM. Call 783-3908.

N/S Driver needed for PM pick-up of kids in Montclair schools. 2 refs. req. and some experience with kids. Call 783-6020 & leave a message.

Baby-sitter wanted. Part-time for Wednesday afternoons in our Clifton home for adorable 11 month old boy. (other times and days too). Non-smoker and references please. Call Shawna 772-5216.

Looking for a Baby-sitter 2 days/week, Wed. and Fri. or Tues. and Fri., for our son (3 1/2 y.) and daughter (9 mo.) in our home in West Caldwell, (201) 364-0082.

Responsible student to baby-sit for 4-5 evenings in exchange for free Room & Board. Own bathroom and entrance. Very flexible. West Paterson area. Call 684-1859 leave a message.

- Fundraisers -

Free T-shirt + $1000. Credit Card fundraisers for fraternities, sororities & groups. Any campus organization can raise up to $1000 by earning a whopping $5.00/VISA application. Call 1-800-932-0528 ext. 65. Qualified callers receive FREE T-shirt.

- Spring Break -

Spring Break ’97 Cancun, Jamaica, Bahamas!!! 7 nights w/air from $399. Panama City $129 Beach front & Daily Free Drink Parties! Group Discounts Available!!! Endless Summer Tours 1-800-234-7007.

Wanted: persons or persons who are English majors or journalism minors to work in the News Dept. of the Montclarion. Great for resume. Have your work published. Turn the clips in later to your future employers!! Call 655-5169 and ask for Tom.

To place a Classified Ad please call the Advertising Dept. at 655-5237. The cost per insertion is $10 for up to 30 words, and $20 for 31-40 words, etc.

Who’s Who Among Students in American Universities and Colleges 1996-97

Application and Nomination forms for Who’s Who Among Students in American Universities and Colleges 1996-97 are now available for students with a minimum GPA of 2.75, plus 90 earned credits as of October 1, 1996 at the following locations:

Student Center, Room 400 I Acedemic Advising Center Annex E
Student Government Association Student Center Annex EOF Office
Residence Life Office Room 103 College Hall Room 304
Bohn Hall

The Filing deadline is Wednesday, January 22, 1997, 12:30 p.m.

Who’s Who Among Students in American Universities and Colleges is a prestigious biographical volume that provides a permanent tribute to the leaders of today’s college generation.

Each year a select group of students is nominated to receive national recognition for their scholastic achievement, participation and leadership in extra-curricular activities, citizenship, service to Montclair State, and their potential for future achievement. Their resumes are reviewed by a committee comprised of administration, faculty members, professional staff members, and undergraduate and graduate students. The names of those students who are selected by the committee as outstanding leaders in these areas are then submitted as nominees to receive this exclusive national honor.

For further information please call Veronica Harris at 655-4206 or 7609.
NO ROOMS? IF THE POPE SHOWED UP, WOULD YOU HAVE A ROOM FOR HIM?

OKAY, THEN GIVE ME HIS ROOM!

I'M SO CLEVER.

LET'S SEE YOU SQUIRM OUT OF THAT LOGIC, WEASEL-GIRL.

I'VE DECIDED TO END MY LONELINESS BY GETTING A MAIL-ORDER BRIDE FROM ELBONIA.

THE PHOTOS WERE GRANITY, BUT THE ADVERTISEMENT GUARANTEES THAT SHE'S CUTE.

THE BUSINESS TRAVELER
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Humour/Thursday, Jan. 16, 1997

FOR EVERY UNIT OF WORK I DID, I
GENERATED AN EQUAL AMOUNT OF
UNNECESSARY WORK FOR
CO-WORKERS. I FIGURE I BROKE EVEN.

I DIDN'T READ ALL OF THE
SHRINK-WRAP LICENSE AGREEMENT ON MY NEW
SOFTWARE UNTIL AFTER I OPENED IT.

APPROarently I AGREED TO
SPEND THE REST OF
MY LIFE AS A TOWEL
BOY IN BILL GATES'
NEW MANSION.

AS YOU REQUESTED, HERE IS A SCHEDULE
OF ALL FUTURE UNPLANNED NETWORK OUTAGES.

THE NETWORK WENT DOWN AND I LOST MY WORK.

THE SERVER CRASHED.

FROM NOW ON, I WANT ADVANCED
NOTICE OF ANY UNPLANNED OUTAGES.

AND I NEED IT YESTERDAY.

I TOOK THE INITIATIVE TO INCLUDE A SCHEDULE
OF ALL FUTURE SICK, VOLCANIC, EARTHQUAKES, AND
HURRICANES.

THIS IS THE POINT WHEN YOU REALIZE HOW STUPID
YOUR REQUEST WAS AND WE HAVE A GOOD LAUGH.

IF YOU HAVE BEEN CHOSEN AS BELL GATES' TOWEL BOY,
DID YOU NOT ANSWER THIS QUIZ?

YOU'RE IN A ROOM WITH THREE MONKEYS. ONE
HAS A BANANA, ONE HAS A STICK, ONE HAS
NOTHING. WHICH PRIMATE IS THE
SMARTEST?

I GUESS THE SUCCESSFUL TOWEL BOY
KNOW THAT HUMANS ARE PRIMATES.

A PESSIMIST SAYS THE GLASS IS HALF EMPTY. AN OPTIMIST
SAYS IT'S HALF FULL.

DID YOU PUT YOUR LIPS ON MY GLASS AGAIN?

AND THE ENGINEER SAYS...

IT'S A GOOD THING I PUT HALF OF MY WATER IN A
RECYCLED GLASS.

THE NETWORK WENT DOWN AND I LOST MY WORK.

THE SERVER CRASHED.

FROM NOW ON, I WANT ADVANCED
NOTICE OF ANY UNPLANNED OUTAGES.

THE MORE WORK I DO, THE MORE I'M GIVEN.

IT DOESN'T PAY TO BE A TALENTED AND
HARD-WORKING EMPLOYEE.

HOW'S IT PAY TO BE YOU?

NOT BAD ON AN HOLIDAY WEEKEND.

THIS WEEK I DID
EQUAL AMOUNTS OF
WORK AND ANTI-WORK.

FOR EVERY UNIT OF WORK I DID, I
GENERATED AN EQUAL AMOUNT OF UNNECESSARY
WORK FOR CO-WORKERS. I FIGURE I BROKE EVEN.

WALLY, COME SEE ME AFTER
THE STAFF MEETING.

OH, GREAT, YOU'RE DRIVING ME INTO
NEGATIVE TERRITORY!

WE'VE DECIDED TO LOWER YOUR BASE SALARY, WALLY.

I REALIZE THIS WILL BE A HARDSHIP, BUT IF YOU HAND ME YOUR
NECKTIE I'LL SHOW YOU WHY THIS IS BEING DONE.

WHAT DID HE SAY WAS THE REASON?
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COFFEE EXCHANGE

Introduces the MUG CLUB

Purchace our new 16oz. thermal insulated mug for $4.00, then bring the mug every time you come in to enjoy our monthly drink specials... anytime, as often as you'd like!!

JANUARY SPECIALS

DRIP COFFEE...$ .75
CAPPUCCINO...$1.75
COCOA JOE...$1.00

BUSINESS HOURS

MONDAY THRU THURSDAY
9:00AM TO 8:00PM
FRIDAY
9:00AM TO 4:00PM

STUDENT CENTER LOWER LEVEL...IN THE 'RATT'

Work faster with it.

Simplify your life with it.

Communicate to the world with it.

Have fun with it.

Get $150 back with it.

For further information visit
University Bookstore
Lower Level - Student Center Building or call 655-5460

©1996 Apple Computer, Inc. All rights reserved. Apple, the Help Log, Inc., Nuance, Performa, Power Macintosh and StyleWriter are registered trademarks of Apple Computer, Inc. Apple mail-in rebate offer valid from November 2, 1996, through January 19, 1997, while supplies last and subject to availability. Retailer is prohibited from offering any discount, rebate or other inducement in conjunction with this offer. Offer void in any Macintosh dealer with Apple products. All Macintosh computers are designed to be accessible to individuals with disabilities. To learn more (U.S. only), call 1-800-621-8000 or TTY 1-800-255-4276.

Power Macintosh 7200
120MHz/64MB RAM/120MB CD-ROM/15" display/keyboard Now $1,909
Power Macintosh 7200 PC compatible/120MHz/64MB RAM/120MB CD-ROM/15" display/keyboard Now $2,523
Apple Color StyleWriter 2500 up to 720x360 dpi Now $327
Apple Personal LaserWriter 300 up to 300x300 dpi Now $593

Power Macintosh 7200
120MHz/64MB RAM/120MB CD-ROM/15" display/keyboard Now $1,909
Power Macintosh 7200 PC compatible/120MHz/64MB RAM/120MB CD-ROM/15" display/keyboard Now $2,523
Apple Color StyleWriter 2500 up to 720x360 dpi Now $327
Apple Personal LaserWriter 300 up to 300x300 dpi Now $593
FINANCIAL AID INFORMATION 1997-98

FILING DEADLINE: MARCH 1, 1997

IT’S NEW - THE RENEWAL APPLICATION

If you filed a Free Application for Federal Student Aid (FAFSA) for the 1996-97 academic year, you should receive in the mail a new kind of federal student aid application - the Renewal Free Application for Federal Student Aid, designed to simplify the application process for 1997-98. The form will allow you to update only the information which may have changed, rather than require you to fill out a whole new application.

WHAT DOES THE RENEWAL APPLICATION LOOK LIKE?

The Renewal Application looks a lot like the 1996-97 Student Aid Report (SAR) you received this year, but it will be printed on white paper. It will also include an instruction booklet and envelope for mailing it back to the processor.

NOW THAT IT’S HERE WHAT DO I DO WITH THE RENEWAL APPLICATION?

Essentially, you treat it like a new 1997-98 FAFSA. Carefully follow the instructions for completion, change those items which need updating, and leave the others as they are. You and your parents should copy the income and tax information from completed 1996 Federal Tax Returns or estimate the data required.

WHEN CAN I SUBMIT THE RENEWAL APPLICATION TO THE PROCESSOR?

Just like an original FAFSA, you may file this form any time after January 1, 1997. All students must file the Renewal Application by February 1, 1997 to ensure compliance with our “on time” deadline date.

WHAT IF I DIDN’T RECEIVE A RENEWAL APPLICATION BEFORE JANUARY 1, 1997?

Not to worry! If you have not received a Renewal Application by the end of the holiday break, come by the Financial Aid Office and pick up a regular 1997-98 FAFSA. The same applies if you misplace the one sent to you. Duplicate Renewal Applications are not available. The processor will accept either form. However, don’t send both in, just submit one or the other by the priority deadline date.

WHAT IF I DID NOT APPLY FOR FINANCIAL AID IN 1996-97 BUT WANT TO APPLY FOR AID IN 1997-98?


*** SPECIAL NOTE FOR GRADUATE STUDENTS ***

Proceed as described above and submit the “Institutional Application for Graduate Student Financial Aid - Academic Year 1997-98” by March 1, 1997. This form is available in the Financial Aid Office, College Hall, Room CO-321.

FILE THE FAFSA ON OR BEFORE MARCH 1, 1997

Applicants who fail to submit the FAFSA by the MSU deadline date are not guaranteed award notification in time for fall 1997 billing (about July 7, 1997) and must be prepared to pay the term bill in full from personal resources.
S.G.A. Inc.

"Making Our Mark"

in 1997

Come and check out what we have to offer you.

Students working for students making changes at Montclair State University.

---

LEGISLATIVE PETITIONS ARE OUT!!!

Come & join the team of SGA to make a difference at MSU. Petitions are available in the SGA office and are due back by February 7th at 12 noon.
Former MSU Grad Blazejowski named General Manager of Women’s NBA New York team

BY JEFF ERLICH
ASSISTANT SPORTS EDITOR

MSU class of 1978 graduate Carol Blazejowski was named vice president and general manager of the women's basketball franchise on January 7, 1997. "This is a dream come true for me to be here in my backyard and to be the VP and general manager of the WNBA's New York franchise," said Blazejowski at the Madison Square Garden press conference. "I made my mark as a player in women's basketball history and I've always wanted to contribute to making the sport bigger and better. Now the opportunity to make an impact, a difference, at a new level is a challenge that I welcome," Blazejowski confidently said.

Blazejowski was a three-time Kodak All-American for the Red Hawks in the late 1970's. She set MSU single game records for most points, with 54 in 1978; most field goals, with 24 in 1977; and most field goal attempts, with 36 in 1975. She set seven single season records, among them are the 1,235 points scored in the 1977-78 season. She set eight career records including the NCAA mark of 3,199 points. She even holds the single game collegiate scoring record, for men's or women's basketball, in Madison Square Garden when she scored 52 points scored against Queens College in 1977. For her achievements she was inducted into the Naismith Memorial Hall of Fame in Springfield, MA.

Blazejowski, 40, has been working in the NBA offices for the past six years, and most recently as the WNBA’s director of basketball development. She has also served as the NBA’s director of licensing and its director of women’s basketball programs.

“I felt my basketball career was complete until this day,” she proclaimed. “We plan to present women’s basketball the way it should be presented, expose it in the way it should be exposed and treat women athletes the way they should be treated.” The eight team league should begin play in late June.

For up to date info on Red Hawk Sports teams, call the Red Hawk Hotline at 655-7645.

MSU vs. Antigua All-Stars

Women's b-ball cont. gave them the ball and they scored. In the second half, we cut back our turnovers and forced more from them, which we were able to score on.”

Senior guard Hiedi Klingert had 21 points, went 3 for 4 on three-pointers, had 3 assists, and six steals. Tracey Singletary (Keasby) tallied 17 points and three steals. Junior guard Jill Schultz (West Milford) added 10 points, one assist, and three steals as well. Lisa Villalta (Harrison), a senior guard, had nine points, six assists, and four steals.

On January 10th, the Red Hawks traveled to face Lincoln University where they won 71-51, despite being behind at the end of the first half.

Schultz lead the team in scoring with 15 points, with Singletary behind her with 13. Klingert added 11 points and three assists. Sophomore guard Wykemia Kelly (Paterson) had nine points, seven assists, and five steals in the 9th straight victory for MSU.

The Red Hawks travel to NJAC rival Rowan College January 15th and to the College of New Jersey January 18th. MSU hosts the first of three games at home on January 22nd against Rutgers-Newark in the Panzer Gym at 6:00pm.

The Montclarion needs Sportswriters! Call 655-5169 or email demercuriod@alpha.montclair.edu

Men's basket-ball cont.

just over 13 minutes left. When Sutherland hit his third of his five three-pointers, a MSU school record held by five other players, the Red Hawks never looked back. The final score was 65-52, boosting their record to 12-6. Sutherland had 23 points, six assists, while Sutherland had 23 points, 12 of those points coming off three-pointers. Reilly had 11 points and tied his career-high with 11 assists. Rex ended with 12 points and nine rebounds.

With their victory against Staten Island, the Red Hawks are now 8-4 and 2-4 in the NJAC. MSU will need to continue their aggressive streak as they travel to face Rowan College on January 15 and the College of New Jersey on January 18. The Red Hawks will host the Rutgers-Newark Raiders in the Panzer Gym on January 22 at 6p.m.
Women's Basketball continue streak with 10th win

BY DENNIS D'EMERCURIO
SPORTS EDITOR

The MSU Women's Basketball team took their 8-1 record to Antigua over the semester break where they soundly defeated both the Antiguan National and All-Star teams. Head Coach Gloria Bradley had much to say about the benefits of their seven day visit to the Caribbean island, "The team really bonded; they're closer now than ever off the court as well as on. I found that I have great personalities on this team and I've got great talent."

The Red Hawks came home and have remained undefeated since their last and only defeat at the hands of New Jersey Athletic Conference rival William Paterson College back on November 26th.

"We've been a little out of sync," said Coach Bradley about the team's lackluster performance during the game against York and the first half of the game against Kean College, "That's probably a combination of just coming back home, and maybe over-confidence."

With six minutes left minutes left on the clock against York and down by 10 points, the Red Hawks came back to win 70-69.

"They rose to the occasion. They never gave up or let down. The team kept plugging away until they pulled ahead by one point with just over a minute left and held on to it," said Coach Bradley.

Against Kean College at home on January 7th, MSU extended their winning streak to 10 games. Sophomore guard B.J. Reilly (Middlesex) went down the court, as Fowler delivered seven of his 13 points in the final 56 seconds of the game as MSU defeated Caldwell College 63-58. Junior center Raheem Rex (Atlantic City) sank both of his free throws for a 61-58 lead with 18 seconds showing. Caldwell's Ryan Tremblay's three-pointer with six seconds left was no good, and Fowler grabbed the rebound and dunked the ball for the final score of 63-58. Sutherland had a game-high 21 points, with Rex adding 12. Fowler also had eight rebounds and four steals.

Against Stevens Institute of Technology on January 6, the Red Hawks dominated with 32 turnovers for a 95-59 victory. Reilly led the charge with 19 points and nine assists, with Fowler adding 18 points, six rebounds, and 4 assists. Weipz, Rex, and Sutherland had 13, 12, and 10 points, respectively. The Red Hawks were 6-4 overall, 1-4 in the NJAC with two straight wins at home.

Fowler continued to heat up, as his performance against NJAC rival Kean College proved. Playing point guard for the first time this season, he produced his first triple-double of his career. His final tally was 25 points, 13 rebounds, and 10 assists. Sutherland netted 23 points, including two key three-pointers in the final five minutes. MSU led 28-24 at the half, but fell behind 38-35 with 6 minutes left.

Men's Basketball wins four straight at home, now 8-4

BY DENNIS D'EMERCURIO
SPORTS EDITOR

After losing their fifth straight game at home to Jersey City State, the Red Hawks have used their time off to turn themselves around and have won their past four home games. In their loss to the Gothic Knights, MSU's scoring was led by senior guard Rohan Sutherland's (Miami) 23 points and one assist.

Sophomore forward John Weipz (Waretown) also had one assist to go with his 15 points and senior guard Greg Fowler (Plainfield) had 13 points and two assists. Sophomore guard B.J. Reilly (Middlesex) added 11 points and 11 assists in the attempt to stave off Jersey City State. The Gothic Knights prevailed however and defeated MSU 86-80. The loss was the fifth straight loss at home dating back to last January. Their record following the loss was 4-4 overall and 1-4 in the NJAC.

On December 29th, Christmas came again for the Red Hawks, as Fowler delivered seven of his 13 points in the final 56 seconds of the game as MSU defeated Caldwell College 63-58. Junior center Raheem Rex (Atlantic City) sank both of his free throws for a 61-58 lead with 18 seconds showing. Caldwell's Ryan Tremblay's three-pointer with six seconds left was no good, and Fowler grabbed the rebound and dunked the ball for the final score of 63-58. Sutherland had a game-high 21 points, with Rex adding 12. Fowler also had eight rebounds and four steals.

Against Stevens Institute of Technology on January 6, the Red Hawks dominated with 32 turnovers for a 95-59 victory. Reilly led the charge with 19 points and nine assists, with Fowler adding 18 points, six rebounds, and 4 assists. Weipz, Rex, and Sutherland had 13, 12, and 10 points, respectively. The Red Hawks were 6-4 overall, 1-4 in the NJAC with two straight wins at home.

Fowler continued to heat up, as his performance against NJAC rival Kean College proved. Playing point guard for the first time this season, he produced his first triple-double of his career. His final tally was 25 points, 13 rebounds, and 10 assists. Sutherland netted 23 points, including two key three-pointers in the final five minutes. MSU led 28-24 at the half, but fell behind 38-35 with 6 minutes left.
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Stat of the Week

Greg Fowler (Plainfield) was named New Jersey Athletic Conference and Eastern Collegiate Athletic Conference Player of the Week.